Skin blemishes

For professionals only

The most complete cosmetics line against imperfections caused by CELLULITE and ADIPOSITY

iodase®

The most complete cosmetics line against imperfections caused by CELLULITE and ADIPOSITY
Who We Are

“Creating business with knowledge and wisdom” - that’s the heart of Natural Project cosmetic production.

Founded in 1999 as a food supplements and cosmetic producing company, Natural Project has since diversified to include one of the largest range of beauty products targeting skin blemishes caused by unsightly cellulite and fatty deposits and Healthcare products to solve these problems as required by the body care market. Today the company not only markets its cosmetics and finished products for pharmacies and health shops and chains, but has also earned a high reputation for supply related information and services. Furthermore, our network satisfies customer’s needs such as providing market information or searching for foreign partners. We also help customers commercialize their tactical ideas.

Our strength and product development is also demonstrated in our Research and Development Center. Production know-how in combination with our ability to obtain fresh market information is the base for state-of-the-art activities at our center. At present, our research work is centered on highly effective cosmetics and Bio Technology, with emphasis on Safety, which works on the development of pharmaceutical raw materials with fewer side effects and natural extracts that will enhance the bioactivity of the human body.

Your Solid Business Partner

Looking ahead, Natural Project, along with its customers worldwide, continue to seize business opportunities and provide sophisticated business solutions.

Natural Project will continue to provide useful products and services through our integrated research and development, production, distribution network and marketing organization.

And we will continue to grow as “The highly innovative cosmetic company”.

Our Skin Care Philosophy

At Iodase Company, our philosophy is to Repair, Recover and Restore your skin, combating unsightly cellulite and adipose masses problems. We offer results oriented skin care treatments and specific products which promote healthy skin. We are dedicated to the newest skin care advancements and offer quality cosmetics that are backed by science. The staff at Iodase Company are professional, trained specialists that are dedicated to providing superior customer satisfaction through quality services to meet your individual needs. Iodase Company discovers, develops, and delivers innovative dermatology products that improve the overall health and appearance of the skin. We use pure, natural extracts and ingredients with proven scientific results. Our formulations are based on optimal concentrations of active ingredients elegantly crafted into functional products — designed, formulated, and tested for effectiveness. Our entire skincare program works as a complete system for maximum improvement to skin health.
Anti-CELLULITE* treatments

Actisom® Formulation, vehiculation specific for the treatment of deep and resistant cellulite*.

Natural Project, now IODASE COMPANY, in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa has developed cosmetic pharmaceutical techniques that help make the most of important potentials found in the principles of natural function. The formulations of the IODASE ACTISOM® line, are designed to treat imperfections of localized lipodystrophy, also in advanced state. The new vehiculators ACTISOM®, the result of pharmaceutical research, allow to obtain permeation of the functional principles, so far never achieved before.

They have the ability to absorb, transport and release the functional principles by “settling” on the surface of the skin. Thanks to their bioadhesive properties, they form a molecular film which releases in a continuous and constant manner the functional principles of the product.

Caffeine and Escin contained in the carrier Actisom® are dispersed in the molecular Film i.e., an oligopeptides mixture: a new cosmetic delivery system, which besides providing moisturizing properties, also allows increased transport of functional principles which are released slowly and homogenously into the skin tissue until reaching the Target site i.e., the hypodermis.

CUTANEOUS PERMEATION STUDIES

Studies “in vitro” through human skin taken from the buttock-thigh area after cosmetic surgery, have revealed that among the various “carriers” existing, ACTISOM is qualitatively the best, and has therefore been formulated and studied in the IODASE ACTISOM® line.

Skin PERMEATION and ACCUMULATION tests, conducted in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa have demonstrated that ACTISOM® determines:

- Improvement of the imperfection of cellulite
- Increased microcirculation
- Increased skin firmness
- Increased skin hydration

Caffeine and Escin

Deep Cellulite

Very effective vesicular carrier

Test result conducted on 20 women for 60 days

Improvement of the imperfection of cellulite*

+126%

Improvement of Microcirculation

+130%
IODASE ACTISOM
CREAM

**Actisom® 10%**

**ADJUVANT COSMETIC TREATMENT AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY DEEP CELLULITE.**

A cream formulated using the technology of Actisom® carriers, microparticles that transport the active ingredients in Caffeine and Escin directly where the skin has the need to reduce the appearance of the imperfection of cellulite.

Iodase Actisom is recommended in cases of imperfections resistant to traditional treatments. After an application cycle, the skin will appear smoother and more uniform.

**Remodelling effect**: Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Organic Iodine, Paulinia cupana, Chondrus crispus.

**Drainage effect**: Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Escin.

**Long-term firming effect**: Firms and keeps the effect thanks to the nourishing and moisturizing properties of Actisom® molecular film.

**Main ingredients**: Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Organic Iodine, Paulinia cupana, Chondrus crispus, Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Escin and Actisom® molecular film.

NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS

THERMOGENIC EFFECT

Dermatologically and clinically tested.

100 ml and 200 ml tubes.

---

IODASE ACTISOM
FLUID CONCENTRATE

**Actisom® 25%**

**INNOVATIVE ADJUVANT COSMETIC TREATMENT AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY DEEP CELLULITE.**

A formulation with high concentrations of functional principles and polyphenols that help combat imperfections of advanced stage cellulite. Light in texture and easily absorbed, IODASE ACTISOM® Fluid Concentrate is particularly efficient in fighting QUICKLY skin imperfections, and obtain smoother and more toned skin, ready to regain its natural state of beauty and wellness.

**Remodelling effect**: Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Polyphenols.

**Drainage effect**: Hedera helix, Centella asiatica, Aesculus Hippocastanum (Escin).

**Long-term firming effect**: Firms and keeps the effect thanks to the nourishing and moisturizing properties of Actisom® molecular film.

**Main ingredients**: Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Hedera helix, Aesculus Hippocastanum, Centella asiatica, Escin, Polyphenols, and Actisom® molecular film.

QUICK AND DECISIVE ACTION THANKS ITS HIGH CONCENTRATION OF ACTISOM®.

NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS

THERMOGENIC EFFECT

Dermatologically and clinically tested.

100 ml bottle
IODASE ACTISOM ICE

**Actisom® 10% Fragile Capillaries**

ADJUVANT COSMETIC TREATMENT AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY DEEP CELLULITE.

A special cream that has the power to actively combat the imperfections caused by full-blown deep cellulite, and protects sensitive skin from capillary fragility. Its rich formulation contains 10% Actisom® along with refreshing essential oils and a blend (Perfect Legs) of functional principals used to reshape thighs and buttocks, and simultaneously protect from redness and inflammation often associated with sensitive skins and fragile capillaries. Results are visible after one constant and continuous treatment cycle. The contours of the legs and buttocks will become redefined and reshaped. The skin, smooth and flat.

**Remodelling effect:** Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Organic Iodine, Paullina cupana, Chondrus crispus.

**Drainage effect:** Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Escin.

**Long-term firming effect:** Firms and keeps the effect thanks to the nourishing and moisturizing properties of Actisom® molecular film.

**Main ingredients:** Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Organic Iodine, Paullina cupana, Chondrus crispus, Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Escin and Actisom® molecular film.

NO PEG’S

CRYOGENIC EFFECT

Dermatologically tested.

200 ml tube

IODASE ACTISOM ICE

**Actisom® 25% Fragile Capillaries**

INNOVATIVE ADJUVANT COSMETIC TREATMENT AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY DEEP CELLULITE, EVEN WITH CAPILLARY FRAgILITY.

IODASE ACTISOM ICE Fluid Concentrate is an intensive treatment of the ACTISOM® line, created to combat the imperfections caused by deep cellulite even with capillary fragility. The synergistic action of the functional principles present makes IODASE ACTISOM® ICE Fluid Concentrate an excellent adjuvant to favour the oxygenation of the skin. The essential oils give the skin a pleasant feeling of freshness and well-being making it smoother and flatter. The contours of the legs and buttocks will become redefined and reshaped.

**Remodelling effect:** Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Organic Iodine, Paullina cupana, Chondrus crispus, Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Escin.

**Drainage effect:** Camellia sinensis, Vitis vinifera, Escin.

**Long-term firming effect:** Firms and keeps the effect thanks to the nourishing and moisturizing properties of Actisom® molecular film.

**Main ingredients:** Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine and Escin (and Actisom® molecular film), Camellia sinensis, Vitis vinifera.

NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS

CRYOGENIC EFFECT

Dermatologically tested.

100 ml bottle
**IODASE ACTISOM FORTE**

**COSMETIC OIL**

**Actisom® 25% Cola, Ginkgo and Guarana**

INNOVATIVE ADJUVANT COSMETIC TREATMENT AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY DEEP CELLULITE.

New cosmetic technology exploits the firming, nutritive and soothing properties of the valuable vegetable oils, to convey with specific “carriers” (ACTISOM®), Caffeine and Escin in combination with Cola and Ginkgo to tackle, in a specific and targeted manner, the imperfections caused by DEEP cellulite. The functional principles are absorbed through the skin by way of a prolonged massage and permeating deeply, gradually releasing the remodelling action. IODASE ACTISOM STRONG is a super intensive treatment of the ACTISOM® line, created to combat the imperfections caused by deep cellulite resistant to traditional treatments; the contours of the legs and buttocks will become redefined and reshaped. The skin, smooth and flat.

**Remodelling effect:** Caffeine, Cola acuminata, Guarana.
**Drainage effect:** Escin, Horse-chestnut.
**Long-term firming effect:** Firms and keeps the effect thanks to the nourishing and moisturizing properties of the selected oils.

**Main ingredients:** Caffeine, Escin, Actisom®, Cola acuminata, Ginkgo biloba, Guarana and Horse-chestnut.

**NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS**

**THERMOGENIC EFFECT**

Dermatologically tested.

Box of 10 x 7 ml bottles

---

**IODASE ACTISOM FIALE**

**COSMETIC SOLUTION**

**Actisom® 50%**

ADJUVANT COSMETIC TREATMENT AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY DEEP CELLULITE.

Adjuvant cosmetic treatment against the imperfections caused by deep cellulite. Light in texture and easily absorbed, it is particularly efficient in fighting quickly the skin imperfections and obtains a more toned skin. The synergistic action of the functional principles present makes IODASE ACTISOM VIALS an excellent adjuvant to favour the oxygenation of the skin.

**Remodelling effect:** Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Organic Iodine, Paullina cupana, Chroondus crispus.
**Drainage effect:** Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Escin.
**Long-term firming effect:** Firms and keeps the effect thanks to the nourishing and moisturizing properties of the selected oils.

**Main ingredients:** Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Organic Iodine, Paullina cupana, Chroondus crispus, Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Escin and Actisom® molecular film.

**THERMOGENIC EFFECT**

Dermatologically and clinically tested.

Box of 10 and 20 x 5 ml vials
Clay is a mineral substance consisting of small detrital grains, mainly aluminium silicates which are sometimes accompanied by other minerals such as iron, magnesium, potassium or calcium. Clay also has important properties including plasticity and the ability to absorb liquids which make it particularly useful for therapeutic purposes.

New cosmetic technology has the ability to take advantage of the healing properties of clay. It is in fact processed to the point of being able to effectively convey the functional principles contained within Iodase Mud+AF; which has a special formulation that can simultaneously tackle the imperfections caused by cellulite and fatty tissues. This special Mud is rich in valuable functional properties such as Algae Laminaria digitata, Hedera, Cypress and Pineapple, particularly suitable for treatment of imperfections caused by cellulite. It also contains phosphatidylcholine, able to quickly reshape the body, tackling the imperfections caused by excess fat deposits.

Iodase Mud+AF is the scientific response to traditional treatments. It’s easy to use, it is applied like a cream, does not drip, is easy to remove, and has a pleasant fragrance.

IODASE FANGO+AF

With Phosphatidylcholine and Algae Laminaria

FAST TREATMENT AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY CELLULITE AND FAT DEPOSITS ON THIGHS AND BUTTOCKS.

From technology applied to Algae, a specific treatment based on plant extracts with dual action. An accurate cosmetic technology enables to make the most of the natural healing properties of the mud, and the concentrated emulsion is very rich in specific functional principles that allow treatment of the imperfections caused by CELLULITE and FAT DEPOSITS. IODASE MUD+AF is a new natural treatment to fight the imperfections caused by Cellulite and Fat Deposits. IODASE MUD+AF is a new technology capable of combining the important osmotic characteristics of mud, with the cosmetic effectiveness of Algae Laminaria and the natural plant extract of Pineapple, Cypress and Hedera. The great innovation of IODASE MUD+AF is its formulation enriched in Phosphatidylcholine, capable of finely emulsifying fats and reshape, quickly and effectively, the contours of the body. After the first applications, the skin will begin to look smooth and soft, with a brighter complexion.

• IT IS APPLIED LIKE A CREAM.
• DRIES QUICKLY.
• GUARANTEES A HOMOGENOUS APPLICATION.
• MAXIMIZES THE OSMOTIC EFFECT OF THE MUD.
• DOES NOT STAIN.
• DOES NOT DRIP.
• IT IS EASY TO USE.

Anti-cellulite* Action: Algae Laminaria.
Remodelling Action: Phosphatidylcholine.
Drainage Action: Hedera, Cypress, Pineapple.

Main ingredients: Algae Laminaria, Phosphatidylcholine, Hedera, Cypress, Pineapple.

NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
575 g and 1147 g jar

* Skin blemishes
IODASE DREN

GEL CREAM
A CREAM FORMULATED TO FIGHT IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY CELLULITE AND WATER RETENTION, CAUSING SWELLING AND GIVING THE SKIN AN IRREGULAR AND PLIABLE APPEARANCE. The use of “Anti Water Activity” technology, enables the rebalancing of subcutaneous fluids and restore skin to its optimal state. The “osmotic decongestant” action of the Elderberry is particularly effective in treating cellulite in the presence of stagnant interstitial fluids (common cofactor of the appearance of cellulite). IODASE DREN, when applied over the treated area, gives a soft feeling of freshness which favours the stimulation of skin firmness. The use of IODASE DREN is essential to reduce the spread of imperfections caused by cellulite, at an early age and also when the imperfection appears with aging. The specific nature of the product helps actively combat all types of cellulite accentuated by the presence of subcutaneous fluids. Results are visible after one constant and continuous treatment cycle. The skin will appear smoother, more toned, and flat.

Drainage action and on the microcirculation
Ruscus - Quercetin - Ximenynic Acid (from African Ximelia)

Main ingredients: Redulite; Ximenynic Acid; Ruscus; Quercetin.

DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
CRYOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
200 ml tube.

MARE CELL

FLUID CREAM
SPECIFIC FORMULATION FOR SEA USE.
Innovative treatment which includes seaweed extracts useful to oxygenate and tone the skin tissue, ideal to use at the beach and by the sea, enhances the beneficial effects of seawater massage. A simple walk into the water, feeling the sea waves gently massaging the body, is a highly effective natural treatment. The synergistic action of the seawater massage combined with MARE CELL, promotes the mobilization of fluids present in the skin tissues of the legs and buttocks. Also very effective for use at swimming pools.
The oligoelements, vitamins, and amino acids present in algae carry out mineralizing actions that give the skin consistency, tone and smoothness. “Thalassocosmesi”, a union between cosmetic science and the beneficial effects of the sea, is now a natural remedy to smooth, moisturize, and give the skin a firmer appearance. The movement of the sea water is also very effective for capillary microcirculation, often impaired alongside imperfections caused by cellulite.

Remodelling effect: Fucus vesiculosus, Laminaria, Spirulina.
Soothing effect: Jojoba Oil and Shea Butter.

Main ingredients: Fucus vesiculosus, Laminaria, Spirulina, Jojoba Oil and Shea Butter.

NO PARABENS
NEUTRAL EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
150 ml bottle.
IODASE ICE

TREATMENT AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY THE FIRST STAGE OF CELLULITE, "YOUNG", CRYOGENIC EFFECT.

A pleasant and fresh treatment that can counteract the visible imperfections caused by cellulite as they arise. The continuous use of this cream leaves the skin feeling firmer and more elastic, looking youthful and toned. The use of Iodase Ice is particularly recommended for delicate and easily irritated skin, or in the presence of capillary fragility.

Remodelling effect: Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Cola acuminata, Citrus aurantium dulcis, and Citrus medica limonium.

Drainage effect: Menthol, Mentha piperita, Heder helix, Ruscus aculeatus, Centella asiatica, Satureja hortensis, Pinus sylvestris, Eucalyptus globulus, Escin.

Firming effect: Ginkgo biloba, Borago officinalis, Lavandula Angustifolia, Salvia Officinalis.

Main ingredients: Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Cola acuminata, Citrus aurantium dulcis, Citrus medica limonium, Menthol, Mentha piperita, Hedera helix, Ruscus aculeatus, Centella asiatica, Satureja hortensis, Pinus sylvestris, Eucalyptus globulus, Escin, Ginkgo biloba, Borago officinalis, Lavandula Angustifolia, Salvia Officinalis.

CRYOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically and clinically tested.
200 ml tube.

IODASE COMPLEX

COSMETIC TREATMENT AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY CELLULITE, THERMOGENIC ACTION.

The formulation of this cream helps to drain the excess fluids and restore the balance of the tissues affected by skin imperfections caused by cellulite.

The strong and proven effectiveness against imperfections caused by cellulite is due to high concentrations of natural components which significantly reduce the visual appearance of the imperfections caused by cellulite, such as ripple effect on the skin and reduced firmness.

Drainage action: Camellia sinesis, Spiraea ulmaria, Ananas sativus, Hedera helix.

Remodelling action: Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Organic Iodine, Paullina cupana.

Action in the capillary microcirculation: Aesculus hippocastanum, Centella asiatica.

Main ingredients: Caffeine, Fucus vesiculosus, Organic Iodine, Paullina cupana, Camellia sinesis, Spiraea ulmaria, Salix alba, Aesculus hippocastanum, Ananas sativus, Hedera helix, Centella asiatica, Zea mays, Collagen.

THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically and clinically tested.
200 ml tube.
A concentrated fluid, rich in plant stem cell extracts, and the outcome of the most innovative scientific research. A valuable ally of beauty to hide skin imperfections caused by cellulite and loss of tone. Smooths the skin of the legs and buttocks within a few minutes after application, useful to use in “emergencies”, or as a continuous treatment to counteract in a lasting way, the imperfections caused by cellulite. The latest technology of plant stem cell extracts combined with a selected blend of essential oils for an immediate cosmetic effect.

**IODASE STAMINAL INSTANT**

**FLUID CONCENTRATE**

THE ANTI-CELLULITE* WITH IMMEDIATE COSMETIC EFFECT. INTENSIVE LIFTING.

**Anti-cellulite* effect:** Caffeine, Escin.

**Regenerating and toning effect:** Plant stem cell extracts that promote the physiological production of elastin and collagen in the skin.

**Smoothing and tensor effect:** Active Polymer instantly reduces the appearance of cellulite*.

**Main ingredients:** Apple Stem Cell Extract (Uttwieler spattlauber), Polymer, Caffeine, Aesculus hippocastanum, Hedera, Centella, essential oils (lemon, ginger, carrot, red grapefruit, bay leaves, rosemary, cypress, bitter orange).

**DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S**

**NEUTRAL EFFECT**

Dermatologically tested.

150 ml bottle.

**IODASE STAMINAL INSTANT ICE**

**FLUID CONCENTRATE**

THE ANTI-CELLULITE* COLD WITH IMMEDIATE COSMETIC EFFECT. INTENSIVE LIFTING.

The feeling of freshness and tonicity given by the formulation of IODASE STAMINAL INSTANT ICE relieves the feeling of heaviness in the legs.

**Anti-cellulite* effect:** Caffeine, Escin, essential oils.

**Regenerating and toning effect:** Plant stem cell extracts that promote the physiological production of elastin and collagen in the skin.

**Smoothing and tensor effect:** Active Polymer instantly reduces the appearance of cellulite*.

**Main ingredients:** Apple Stem Cell Extract (Uttwieler spattlauber), Polymer, Caffeine, Aesculus hippocastanum, Hedera, Centella, essential oils (lemon, ginger, carrot, red grapefruit, bay leaves, rosemary, cypress, bitter orange), Menthol.

**DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS**

**CRYOGENIC EFFECT**

Dermatologically tested.

150 ml bottle.

Formulated in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa.
IODASE STAMINAL CELL

CREAM
INTENSIVE ANTI-CELLULITE* TREATMENT TO ACTIVELY COMBAT THE LOSS OF SKIN FIRMNESS AND SKIN AGING. Contains plant stem cell extracts. Counteracts cellular aging and is useful for restoring compactness to destructured skin with the presence of cellulite*. Its formula rich in active principles and the multi-release properties, guarantee a targeted regenerative action with gradual release into the tissues. After one treatment cycle, the effects of the stem cell will be visible: the skin will become more elastic, firmer, with a more youthful appearance.

*Skin blemishes

**Anti-cellulite** action: Camellia sinensis, Caffeine, Paullinia cupana, Carnitine.
**Action in the capillary microcirculation:** Vitis vinifera, Citrus aurantium, Rossmarinus officinalis, Ruscus aculeatus, Escin.
**Regenerating action:** Apple Stem Cell Extract (Uttwiler spattlauber) and Echinacea augustifolia Stem Cell Extract.

Main ingredients: Caffeine, Paullinia cupana, Carnitine, Ruscus aculeatus, Escin, Camellia sinensis, Vitis vinifera, Citrus aurantium, Rossmarinus officinalis, Apple Stem Cell Extract (Uttwiler spattlauber) and Echinacea augustifolia Stem Cell Extract.

DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PARABENS
NEUTRAL EFFECT – DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE
Dermatologically and clinically tested.
200 ml tube.
Formulated in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa.

IODASE STAMINAL PATCH CELL

COSMETIC PATCH
THE EVOLUTION OF THE PATCH WITH DERMAGEL
Physiologically similar to the skin upon contact with which it is activated, and through osmosis releases the functional principles and the Stem Cells immediately available. Cosmetic patch for localized action on “difficult” areas. An innovative treatment, effective, easy and quick to apply, which releases beneficial active principles to the skin within one hour of application.

*Skin blemishes

**Anti-cellulite** action: Organic Iodine, Ananas sativus.
**Action in the capillary microcirculation:** Aesculus hippocastanum, Hedera helix and Equisetum arvense.
**Regenerating action:** Apple Stem Cell Extract (Uttwiler spattlauber) and Echinacea augustifolia Stem Cell Extract.

Main ingredients: Apple Stem Cell Extract (Uttwiler spattlauber) and Echinacea augustifolia Stem Cell Extract, Organic Iodine, Ananas sativus, Aesculus hippocastanum, Hedera helix and Equisetum arvense.

NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
Box containing 6 patches.
IODASE SCRUB
CREAM
EXFOLIATING GRANULES TREATMENT.
An exfoliating cream rich in active nutrients and regenerating properties. Iodase Scrub eliminates the layer of dead cells that matify the skin and make it less receptive to other body treatments. The use of the exfoliating cream twice a week during showering or bathing, gives a smooth, nourished, and impurity-free skin. Does not drip, does not stain, it can also be applied like a cream, and massage in a circular motion, before taking a shower so as to promote maximum effectiveness of the product.

Main ingredients: Fucus vesiculosus, Ananas sativus, Simmondsia chinensis, Butyrospermum parkii, Jojoba, Prunus armeniaca.

NEUTRAL EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
200 ml tube.

IODASE SMAGLIATURE
CREMA
TREATMENT WITH BETA-GLUCAN.
Stretch marks (striae cutis distensae or dermo-epidermal atrophy) are lesions due to a shredding of the dermis and epidermis which are formed when the skin tissue is not sufficiently elastic due to mechanical factors, such as weight changes, pregnancy, or hormonal factors. This formulation, rich in precious regenerative and nutritive natural substances, has been developed to reduce and combat the aesthetic appearance of stretch marks around the body. Effective during pregnancy, it is an excellent ally to protect the skin of the abdomen, breasts, hips and thighs. Iodase Smagliature (Iodase Stretch Marks) improves and maintains the elasticity and hydration of the skin, making it soft and smooth.

Protective firming effect: Beta Glucan, Rosa moschata, Simmondsia chinensis.
Nourishing effect: Butyrospermum parkii, Prunus amygdalus dulcis, Serine, Arginine, Proline.

Main ingredients: Beta Glucan, Rosa moschata, Simmondsia chinensis, Butyrospermum parkii, Prunus amygdalus dulcis, Serine, Arginine, Proline.

DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
NEUTRAL EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
200 ml tube.
Formulated in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa.
IODASE STAMINAL VOLUME SENO

MULTIFUNCTION treatments

FLUID CONCENTRATE

INSTANT LIFTING. HARMONIOUS VOLUME.

Fluid concentrate treatment for the breasts, made from plant stem cells with an immediate lifting effect. Breast care, for its health and beauty, should be a year-round concern: specific exercises and use of special cosmetics help keep them firm, toned and without stretch marks. Thanks to the massage performed with Iodase Staminal Breast Volume, the breasts look instantly more toned and lifted. The action of Commipheroline gives the breasts a new harmonious form after only one application cycle. Even the skin on the décolleté is stretched, looking toned and firm, smooth and luminous.

Lifted breast effect: Instant push-up. Newly developed Polymer.

Volume effect: High concentrations of Commipheroline.

Long-term firming effect: Firms and maintains the effect through the regenerative capacity of Apple Stem Cells (Uttwiler spattlauber).

Main ingredients: Commipheroline, Apple Stem Cells, Sambucus nigra extract, Alchemilla vulgaris, Hedera helix.

DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS

NEUTRAL EFFECT

Dermatologically and clinically tested.

150 ml bottle.

Formulated in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa.

IODASE AQUAFILL

CREAM

HYDRATING AND BALANCING COSMETIC TREATMENT.

A nutrient-rich cream made of Aqualance, a seaweed extract that promotes proper fluid balance in the superficial layer of the skin, which is where dehydration occurs making the skin dry. Aquafill quenches the thirst of dry skin giving softness, comfort, and hydration to the entire body. The skin is transformed, regaining softness and radiance.

Drainage effect: Corylus avellana, Homarine HCL (microalgae), Fucus vesiculosus, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica.

Nutrient/softening effect: Serine, Prunus amygdalus dulcis, Butyrospermum parkii.

Main ingredients: Corylus avellana, Homarine HCL (microalgae), Fucus vesiculosus, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Serine, Prunus amygdalus dulcis and Butyrospermum parkii.

NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS

NEUTRAL EFFECT

Dermatologically tested.

250 ml bottle.
Skin blemishes
The project to use Phosphatidylcholine for topical application was successfully achieved by the science team of NATURAL PROJECT, now IODASE COMPANY, in collaboration with researchers from the Department of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa.

Research on the causes and treatments of skin imperfections is one of the main goals of the project, with particular emphasis on product safety and efficacy. The scientific working group is aware of the importance that physical appearance has on the essential requirements which underpin contemporary relationships. Hence, the strong psychological orientation of this project finds its practical use in a cosmetic formulation that is absolutely unique in its kind.

The extraordinary benefits of Phosphatidylcholine derive from its structure, which allows it to dissolve fats and make them easily removed. Phosphatidylcholine (PC) was initially used intravenously in general medicine, in the treatment of Hyperlipidemia, Hypercholesterolemia, Fat Embolism, Atherosclerotic plaques, and Hepatic diseases. This distinct lipolytic effect of Phosphatidylcholine make it a valuable ally in aesthetic medicine via invasive treatments, namely subcutaneous injections.

Cosmetic innovation. Although Phosphatidylcholine is able to dissolve fats, it is also true that the skin is the main obstacle to permeation of the functional principles contained in cosmetic preparations, which is why “carriers” able to circumvent such barriers have been designed.

Thanks to the collaboration with specialized laboratories of the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa, IODASE COMPANY has developed a new system of “transport” capable of taking the Phosphatidylcholine to the target site, namely the adipose tissue, without the need for invasive methods, but only with the use of a new “cosmetic vehiculation”.

From this, one can understand how it is now possible, thanks to daily applications of a cream, to reduce bothersome fat pads without having to resort to liposculpture or subcutaneous injections.

Phosphatidylcholine
the most effective natural fat dissolver

Origin
Natural molecule extracted from Glycine max

Properties
Clinically proven lipolytic action.

* Skin blemishes
IODASE DEEP IMPACT ULTRA
CREAM
AN INTENSIVE REMODELLING AND FIRMING TREATMENT. ABDOMEN AND HIPS.
LOCALIZED ADIPOSITY.
Innovative treatment that, thanks to FOSFASLIM® (Phosphatidylcholine + Acetylhexapeptide-39) and Genistein, remodels, in an intense manner, the contours of the abdomen and hips, while also combating skin imperfections caused by the accumulation of new fat. The presence of Caffeine is also important due to its well-known toning and shaping properties. Carnitine is a substance which is a natural constituent of the cells in the human body. The brand new Acetylhexapeptide-39 contained in FOSFASLIM® helps make the skin firm and toned.

Remodelling action: FOSFASLIM® (Phosphatidylcholine + Acetylhexapeptide-39), Caffeine, Carnitine, Genistein.
Recompacting action on the dermoepidermal junction: FOSFASLIM® (Phosphatidylcholine + Acetylhexapeptide-39)

Main ingredients: FOSFASLIM® (Phosphatidylcholine + Acetylhexapeptide-39), Caffeine, Carnitine, Genistein.

DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
100 ml and 200 ml tubes

IODASE DEEP IMPACT ULTRA
FLUID CONCENTRATE
A CONCENTRATE WITH THERMOGENIC ACTION FOR AN INTENSIVE TREATMENT.
Just a small amount, that is quickly absorbed, is enough to distribute to the tissues a high concentration of specific substances to counteract imperfections caused by the processes that lead to the accumulation of excess fat. Innovative treatment that, thanks to FOSFASLIM® (Phosphatidylcholine + Acetylhexapeptide-39) and Genistein, remodels, in an intense manner, the contours of the abdomen and hips, while also combating skin imperfections caused by the accumulation of new fat. The presence of Caffeine is also important due to its well-known toning and shaping properties. Carnitine is a substance which is a natural constituent of the cells in the human body. The brand new Acetylhexapeptide-39 contained in FOSFASLIM® helps make the skin firm and toned.

Remodelling action: FOSFASLIM® (Phosphatidylcholine + Acetylhexapeptide-39), Caffeine, Carnitine, Genistein.
Recompacting action on the dermoepidermal junction: FOSFASLIM® (Phosphatidylcholine + Acetylhexapeptide-39)

Main ingredients: FOSFASLIM® (Phosphatidylcholine + Acetylhexapeptide-39), Caffeine, Carnitine, Genistein.

DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
100 ml bottle.
IODASE DEEP IMPACT F
CREAM
REMODELLING AND TONING TREATMENT. ABDOMEN AND HIPS.
This formulation uses the synergistic effect of Phosphatidylcholine and Adipokine (F-complex) as an alternative method to combat the imperfections caused by excess adipose mass. The use of Iodase Deep Impact F Cream gives the skin of the abdomen and hips a toned and compact appearance, firmer and smooth. A valuable cream that helps to reshape your silhouette naturally.
Remodelling effect: vehiculated PHOSPHATIDYLCOLINE and Fucus vesiculosus.
Drainage effect: Hedera helix, Spirea ulmaria, Chondrus crispus.
Long-lasting firming effect: Firms and maintains the effect thanks to the revitalizing properties of Beta Glucan, combined with Buxus chinensis and Shea Butter.

Main ingredients: Phosphatidylcholine, Fucus vesiculosus, Hedera helix, Spirea ulmaria, Chondrus crispus, Beta Glucan, Buxus chinensis and Shea Butter.

NO PEG'S, NO PARABENS
THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically and clinically tested.
200 ml tube.
Formulated in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa.

IODASE DEEP IMPACT F
FLUID CONCENTRATE
INTENSIVE REMODELLING AND TONING TREATMENT. ABDOMEN AND HIPS.
The fluid concentrate Iodase Deep Impact F is an intensive treatment containing F-Complex (Phosphatidylcholine + Adipokine) that helps achieve visible results quickly. The daily use of this fluid helps reshape the abdomen and hips in just three weeks.
The vehiculation of Phosphatidylcholine to the target site helps reshape the imperfections due to adipose mass, and renews the skin’s elasticity to reach a new level of tonicity. In a short time, the skin improves its appearance: more compact and uniform.
Remodelling effect: vehiculated PHOSPHATIDYLCOLINE and Fucus vesiculosus.
Drainage effect: Hedera helix, Spirea ulmaria, Chondrus crispus extract.
Long-lasting firming effect: Firms and maintains the effect thanks to the revitalizing properties of Beta Glucan.

Main ingredients: Phosphatidylcholine, Fucus vesiculosus, Hedera helix, Spirea ulmaria, Chondrus crispus and Beta Glucan.

3-WEEK INTENSIVE TREATMENT

NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically and clinically tested.
100 ml bottle.
Formulated in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa.
IODASE DEEP IMPACT FORTE 10%

COSMETIC OIL
CONCENTRATED INTENSIVE REMODELLING AND TONING TREATMENT. ABDOMEN AND HIPS 10% PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE.
IODASE DEEP IMPACT STRONG is a fast-absorbing cosmetic oil with 10% pure PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE. It is INSTANTLY PREPARED mixing the functional principles contained in the cap with the oil contained in the vial. In addition, the presence of Genistein adjuvant to counteract imperfections due to localized fat deposits and Caffeine, important for its well-known toning and shaping properties, makes the treatment with Phosphatidylcholine particularly useful on skin imperfections resistant to traditional treatments. Pure and concentrated Phosphatidylcholine is a powerful new adjuvant “ally” against imperfections caused by fat pads, even when located in critical areas such as the abdomen and hips.

Remodelling effect: 10% Phosphatidylcholine, 2% Genistein, 2% Caffeine.

Main ingredients: Phosphatidylcholine, Genistein, Caffeine.

DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
Box containing 10 x 10 ml vials.

IODASE DEEP IMPACT F PATCH

COSMETIC PATCH WITH DERMAGEL
A COSMETIC PATCH PHYSIOLOGICALLY SIMILAR TO THE SKIN
UPON CONTACT WITH WHICH IT IS ACTIVATED, AND THROUGH
OSMOSIS RELEASES THE FUNCTIONAL PRINCIPLES AND THE
PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE. An innovative
and specific formulation to reduce imperfections caused by fat deposits in
restricted and “difficult areas”. The belly cosmetic patch is quick and easy to
apply, and ensures targeted delivery of functional principles to the cutaneous
tissue in just one hour after application. Dermagel® technology allows the
functional principles to penetrate the skin barrier, and act with efficiency and
precision on the critical areas and those difficult to treat. Before long, the skin
will appear firmer, and the imperfection gradually less visible.

Main ingredients: Phosphatidylcholine and Hesperidin.

DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
Box containing 6 patches.
IODASE DEEP IMPACT
CREAM
REMODELLING AND TONING COSMETIC TREATMENT FOR THE ABDOMEN AND HIPS.
THERMOGENIC ACTION.
Designed to reshape and tone the abdomen and hips, it is a true ally, with anti-belly effect to fight skin imperfections often present on the abdomen and hips. The actions of the product are ensured by the high concentrations of its natural components. The first results are visible after one treatment cycle lasting at least three weeks. The skin of the abdomen and hips will become more toned and firm, elastic and smooth.

Remodelling effect: Forskolin, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Camellia sinensis.

Drainage effect: Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Ruscus aculeatus, Aesculus hippocastanum.

Long-lasting firming effect: Firms and maintains the effect thanks to the nourishing and softening ability of Borago officinalis, combined with Buxus chinensis and Prunus dulcis.

Main ingredients: Forskolin, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Camellia sinensis, Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Ruscus aculeatus, Aesculus hippocastanum, Borago officinalis, Buxus chinensis, Prunus dulcis, Cola acuminata, Triticum vulgare, Arachis hypogaea.

THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically and clinically tested.
200 ml tube.

IODASE DEEP IMPACT ENZYMATIC
COSMETIC SOLUTION
ADJUVANT COSMETIC TREATMENT AGAINST LOCALIZED FAT DEPOSITS.
A specific solution to reshape and tone the abdomen and hips. High concentrations of functional principles is essential in treating skin imperfections caused by “localized fat deposits”. Rub and massage Iodase Deep Impact Enzymatic on the abdomen and hips for at least 3 weeks for an elasticising and remodelling action on the tissues.

Remodelling effect: Forskolin, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Camellia sinensis, Cola acuminata.

Drainage effect: Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Ruscus aculeatus, Aesculus hippocastanum.

Long-lasting firming effect: Firms and maintains the effect thanks to the nourishing and softening ability of Borago officinalis, combined with Soy Isoflavones.

Main ingredients: Forskolin, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Camellia sinensis, Cola acuminata, Hedera helix, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Ruscus aculeatus, Aesculus hippocastanum, Borago officinalis and Soy Isoflavones.

THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically and clinically tested.
Box containing 20 x 10 ml vials.
FAT DISTRIBUTION WITH MENOPAUSE
With the onset of menopause, there has been detected a shift in fat distribution from the lower to the upper part of the body. During menopause hormone production is reduced; hormones have a direct impact on our appetite, metabolism, and the way the body stores fat. Fluctuations in the levels of estrogens, testosterone, and androgen result not only in a shift in fat distribution, but also in a change of body shape.
Estrogens are a female hormone responsible for monthly ovulation, during menopause estrogen levels fall rapidly causing the end of ovulation and weight gain. In fact, since the ovaries reduce their production, the body begins to search for other areas in where to find it. Fat cells can produce estrogens, and thus the body “works” to convert calories into fat and increase estrogen levels. The result is weight gain.
Progesterone levels also decrease. This process is responsible for many of the symptoms associated with menopause such as water retention; in fact, swelling and accumulation of excess fluids are related to the production of progesterone. Bloating does not result in weight gain, but certainly in a feeling of heaviness.
Androgen is the hormone responsible for the shift in fat distribution, moving fat cells from the lower body (legs and buttocks) to the central part of the body (abdomen and hips).
Testosterone helps convert food calories into lean muscle mass. Muscle cells burn more calories than fat cells and accelerate the metabolism. Since during menopause less testosterone is produced, the muscle mass is also affected, and by this also the firmness of the skin.
Other factors responsible for weight gain are insulin resistance and stress. Insulin resistance is the process that causes the body to convert calories into fat. Whereas stress hormones prevent weight loss by signalling the body to store fat as a form of protection.
**Treatments**: changes caused by lower hormone production cause weight gain and the emergence of a type of fat particularly resistant to treatment. The increase in fat mass is difficult to fight since the body is resistant to dietary regimes, and also it is not advisable to adopt drastic diets during menopause. Weight gain has a strategic value to prevent other disorders and degenerations such as osteoporosis. It is highly recommended to pay close attention by adopting a healthy, balanced diet that includes lots of fruits and vegetables and limit the amount of refined sugars and fats. It is also important to nourish the skin by using specific cosmetics that help maintain and improve its elasticity and firmness.

**IODASE MENOPAUSA CREAM**
Cryothermal Remodelling Treatment. Specific for Localized Fat Deposits*
During menopause, the natural production of female hormones decreases causing a “slow metabolism”.
IODASE MENOPAUSE cream is a specific formulation to help fight imperfections due to fat deposits located around the waist and hips, typically seen in women during menopause. It is a specific treatment for the skin with “slow” metabolism (menopause). Thanks to the brand new TIME-SLIM COMPLEX that works by reshaping the silhouette and counteracting the impoverishment of the skin’s anchoring structure, the dermoepidermal junction.
The skin regains elasticity and appears firmer, and is protected from free radicals. The pleasant feeling from the HOT/COLD contrast (CRYOTHERMAL EFFECT) that is felt on the treated areas is specifically designed to promote the use of the cosmetic also on sensitive skins.
**Remodelling action**: Phosphatidylcholine, Angelica, Red Clover, Licorice and Guarana.
**Recompacting action**: Rhaponticum carthamoides and Zizyphus spinosa.

**Main ingredients**: Phosphatidylcholine, Angelica, Red Clover, Licorice, Guarana, Rhaponticum carthamoides, Zizyphus spinosa.

**DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS**
**CRYOTHERMAL EFFECT**
Dermatologically tested.
200 ml tube.
IODASE ADRENALYS
CREAM
REMODELLING AND TONING TREATMENT FOR THIGHS, BUTTOCKS AND ARMS.
A specific formulation designed to remodel the particular body part subjected to the presence of imperfections caused by localized fat deposits, also in the presence of sagging skin. This cream, enriched with thermo-active agents, effectively conveys the extracts such as, Synephrine, Caffeine, and Fucus vesiculosus, carrying out the remodelling action needed to fight the imperfections caused by excess fat deposits.
Remodelling effect: Fucus vesiculosus, Citrus aurantium amara (titrated in synephrine), Caffeine.
Drainage effect: Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica.
Effect on the capillary microcirculation: Hedera helix, Mentha piperita.
Main ingredients: Fucus vesiculosus, Citrus aurantium amara (titrated in synephrine), Caffeine, Ananas sativus, Centella asiatica, Hedera helix, Mentha piperita.

IODASE NIGHT
CREAM
IODASE NIGHT IS A HIGHLY INNOVATIVE TREATMENT TO BE APPLIED AT NIGHT, WHICH ACTS ON SKIN IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY EXCESS FAT PADS.
Using the latest technology developed to vehiculate phosphatidylcholine in depth, which combined with the functional principles of plants, carefully balanced, acts on the skin tissues increasing firmness and smoothness.
The night-time use of IODASE NIGHT helps treat skin imperfections and keep it elastic and hydrated, thus promoting the absorption of natural functional principles capable of visibly reducing the imperfections due to localized fat deposits and improve skin tone. Massage performed with IODASE NIGHT promotes the tissues’ tonicity and helps counteract skin imperfections on the BELLY, HIPS and BUTTOCKS.
Remodelling action: Phosphatidylcholine, Fucus vesiculosus, Coleus forskohlii, Camellia sinensis.
Drainage action: Centella asiatica, Ananas sativus, Hedera helix, Aesculus hippocastanum, Ruscus aculeatus.
Main ingredients: Phosphatidylcholine, Shea Butter, Centella asiatica, Ananas sativus, Hedera helix, Fucus vesiculosus, Camellia sinensis, Aesculus hippocastanum, Ruscus aculeatus, Borago officinalis, Coleus forskohlii.
CONTAINS NO CAFFEINE. NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS
Slight THERMOCENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
250 ml pot.
**LIPOLIFT Chin Structure**

**SPECIAL REMODELLING AND TONING CREAM.**

TREATMENT CREAM DESIGNED TO ACT ON SKIN LAXITY AND FOLDS, AND ON IMPERFECTIONS OF EXCESS FAT LOCATED IN THE AREA BETWEEN THE CHIN AND THE NECK.

Its specific action is to reshape the chin lines and redensify the skin in order to attenuate the imperfections caused by excess subcutaneous fat which becomes ever more visible as the skin’s support fibres lose their tonicity.

The content in ALFA IDROSSI ACIDS (glycolic acid and pyruvic acid) smoothes the surface of the skin, making it more receptive to the components of natural origin present in the cream.

PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE, a molecule of natural origin, properly vehiculated, allows to achieve a good reduction of imperfections caused by localized fat deposits.

The synergistic action with Vitamin C contained in FORMA ATTIVA (ACTIVE FORM) effectively stimulates collagen production to provide elasticity and tonicity to the tissues: the one with GUARANA, rich in xanthenes, is effective to ensure the remodelling effect. The CERAMIDES, essential skin nutrients, tonify and smooth the skin while the GYCOLIC EXTRACTS of Equisetum arvense and Calendula officinalis nourish and remineralize the skin in depth.

After one cycle of application of the product lasting approximately 40 days, the skin will become visibly firmer and smoother, and the facial lines attenuated.

**Main ingredients:** Glycolic Acid and Pyruvic Acid, Phosphatidylcholine, vitamin C, Guarana, Ceramides, Equisetum, and Calendula.

**DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS**

**NEUTRAL EFFECT**

Dermatologically tested.

30 ml bottle

---

**LIPOLIFT Cheekbones**

**SPECIAL PLUMPING SHAPING CREAM**

CHEEKBONES ARE A FOCAL POINT OF OVERALL FACIAL BEAUTY, AND WHEN THE SKIN BEGINS TO WEAKEN, THE CHEEKS LOOK SUNKEN.

Lipolift Cheekbones is a specific cream with shaping and plumping action which thanks to the lipofilling cosmetic, acts on the appearance of the cheekbones, by filling them, and also on the appearance of the cheeks, by redesigning their profile. Firmness and tonicity for a younger looking face. The presence of an innovative hexapeptide, gives the product a strong “repulping” action, so as to visibly reduce the unaesthetic loss of volume. This mixture enhances the natural process of accumulation of connective tissue, filler, of the fat cells in the skin, and counteracts the thinning of the skin, typical of the cheekbones due to aging. The adherence of the skin to the underlying layers is improved by the “volume effect”: the skin becomes more toned, smooth and compact, and appears “restructured”.

Even after the first month of treatment, the contours appear more full and rounded, giving the face a softer and younger look.

**Main ingredients:** Soy isoflavones, Vitamin C, Jojoba Oil, and Hydrolyzed Wheat Protein.

**DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE, NO PEG’S, NO PARABENS**

**NEUTRAL EFFECT**

Dermatologically tested.

15 ml bottle
**IODEX UOMO F**

**CREAM**

**INTENSIVE REMODELLING TREATMENT: IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY LOCALIZED ADIPOSE TISSUE* - ABDOMEN AND HIPS.**

Iodex Uomo F (Iodex Man F) is the first specific product made of Phosphatidylcholine designed to combat skin imperfections caused by adipose tissue typical in men. It uses the well-know remodelling properties of vehiculated Phosphatidylcholine. This special formulation uses the best that nature has to offer and cosmetic technology, taking advantage of the synergy of F-Lipobreak (phosphatidylcholine + lipostack) to remodel imperfections caused by male adipose tissue in the abdomen and hips. The use of Iodex Uomo F cream (Iodex Man F) gives visible results after one cycle of daily applications of at least 4 weeks. The skin of the abdomen and hips will be toned, firm and smooth.

**Remodelling effect:** vehiculated PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Cola acuminata and Paullinia cupana.

**Drainage effect:** Ginkgo biloba and Ruscus aculeatus.

**Long-lasting firming effect:** Firms and maintains the effect thanks to the nourishing and firming ability of Buxus chinensis and Shea Butter.

**Main ingredients:** Phosphatidylcholine, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Cola acuminata, Paullinia cupana, Ginkgo biloba, Ruscus aculeatus, Buxus chinensis and Shea Butter.

**NO PARABENS**

**THERMOGENIC EFFECT**

Dermatologically tested.

200 ml tube.

*Formulated in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa.*

---

**IODEX UOMO F**

**FLUID CONCENTRATE**

**INTENSIVE REMODELLING TREATMENT.**

**IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY LOCALIZED ADIPOSE TISSUE* - ABDOMEN AND HIPS.**

The fluid concentrate Iodex Uomo F (Iodex Man F) is the intensive treatment of the line made of Phosphatidylcholine, to quickly and visibly reduce skin imperfections caused by fat deposits typically found around the abdomen and hips. The synergy of Phosphatidylcholine and Lipostack (known as L-Lipobreak), carries out constant and targeted action to tone and remodel the contours of the body. The specific formulation of Iodex Uomo F (Iodex Man F) renews the texture of the skin, making it more elastic and compact. The daily use of the fluid concentrate is an actual beauty regime, which decisively tackles imperfections caused by excess fat deposits in “difficult” areas, and to rejuvenate the appearance of the abdomen and hips. Clinical trials conducted on the product show a measurable reduction in waist circumference after a period of three weeks of use of the cosmetic product.

**Remodelling effect:** vehiculated PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Cola acuminata and Paullinia cupana.

**Effect on skin microcirculation:** Ginkgo biloba and Ruscus aculeatus.

**Main ingredients:** Phosphatidylcholine, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Cola acuminata, Paullinia cupana, Ginkgo biloba, Ruscus aculeatus, Buxus chinensis and Shea Butter.

**NO PARABENS**

**THERMOGENIC EFFECT**

Dermatologically and clinically tested.

100 ml bottle.

{* Skin blemishes*
IODEX ACTIVE

CREAM
REMODELLING TREATMENT SPECIFICALLY FOR ABDOMEN AND HIPS.
A cream with prolonged release of functional principles that uses “Aquashuttle” technology to tackle fat deposits around the abdomen and hips, and to protect the skin from aging. Stress and hectic lifestyles can weaken the skin's resistance to oxidizing agents; Iodex Active protects, renews and tones, making the skin naturally more tonic and elastic.

Remodelling effect: Laminaria digitata, Diatom extracts, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Iodine, Cola acuminata and Paullinia cupana.
Drainage effect: Ginkgo biloba and Ruscus aculeatus.
Long-lasting firming effect: Firms and maintains the effect thanks to the nourishing and firming ability of Buxus chinensis and Shea Butter.

Main ingredients: Laminaria digitata, Diatom extracts, Fucus vesiculosus, Caffeine, Iodine, Cola acuminata, Paullinia cupana, Ginkgo biloba, Ruscus aculeatus, Buxus chinensis, and Shea Butter.

THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
200 ml tube.
Formulated in collaboration with the Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Pisa.

IODEX UOMO F PATCH

COSMETIC PATCH
WITH DERMAGEL
PHYSIOLOGICALLY SIMILAR TO THE SKIN UPON CONTACT WITH WHICH IT IS ACTIVATED, AND THROUGH OSMOSIS RELEASES THE FUNCTIONAL PRINCIPLES AND THE PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE.
An innovative and specific formulation to reduce fat deposits in restricted and “difficult areas”. The belly cosmetic patch is quick and easy to apply, and ensures targeted delivery of functional principles to the cutaneous tissue in just one hour after application.

Main ingredients: PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE and Caffeine.

DOES NOT CONTAIN IODINE
THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Dermatologically tested.
Box containing 6 patches.
IODEX UOMO e IODEX UOMO ENZYMATIC
CREAM AND COSMETIC SOLUTION
COSMETIC TREATMENTS EFFECTIVE IN TREATING IMPERFECTIONS CAUSED BY LOCALIZED FAT DEPOSITS.
Two formulations rich in natural functional active principles that promote the reduction of skin imperfections typical of localized fat deposits. The skin regains tonicity and firmness. Two cosmetic preparations which can be used in synergy for particularly difficult cases, or separately as a continuous maintenance treatment.
Remodelling effect: Caffeine, Gelidium cartilagineum, Iodine, Fucus vesiculosus, Yerba mate, Garcinia cambogia, Paullinia cupana.
Drainage effect: Rutin, Aesculus hippocastanum. Firming effect: Kigelia africana.
Main ingredients: Caffeine, Gelidium cartilagineum, Iodine, Fucus vesiculosus, Yerba mate, Garcinia cambogia, Paullinia cupana, Rutin, Aesculus hippocastanum, Kigelia africana.

THERMOGENIC EFFECT
Clinically tested.
Iodex Uomo cream (Iodex Man cream): 200 ml tube.
Iodex Uomo Enzymatic (Iodex Man Enzymatic): box containing 20 x 10 ml vials.

IODASE COMPANY S.r.l
Natural Project
info@naturalproject.it
www.naturalproject.it
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Skin blemishes